
LENSES FOGGING UP?
Formulated to prevent fog on the toughest lenses, such as glare-free lenses, CLARITY DEFOG IT™ earns the 
highest ra�ngs with athletes, military personnel, safety professionals, and, quite simply, the everyday consumer. 
Now with regulations in place to wear face masks, you and your patients may experience lenses fogging up from 
breath rising from beneath the mask. Here are two options to offer your patients to help mitigate this problem:

Defog It Tear-and-Go

• Up to 10 uses with one wipe
• Towele�es are ideal for on the go!
• Effec�ve on eyeglasses, protec�ve goggles, or face shields

to eliminate fog due to heat, cold or high humidity
• Silicone-free formula�on goes on clear, no haze

Defog It 5mL Kit

• Kit contains a 5mL squeeze bo�le and so� microfiber cloth
• Liquid solu�on delivers fog-free performance with just a few drops
• Effec�ve on eyeglasses, protec�ve goggles, or face shields

to eliminate fog due to heat, cold or high humidity.
• Silicone-free formula�on goes on clear, no haze
• Each kit good for 100 uses.
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*recommend to sell to patients in groups of 3



Tested and Approved
Defog It an�-fog towele�es have been awarded the Na�onal Tac�cal Officers Associa�on’s Member Tested and 
Recommended Seal. Members of the NTOA who are ac�ve law enforcement officers field tested and reviewed the 
Defog It 3-pack of towele�es for use on eyeglasses, shoo�ng glasses, faceshields and goggles, as well as for op�cs 
such as rifle-scopes and binoculars.

The Clarity Defog It an� fog formula is used by the military around the world to prevent fogged eyewear in vision-cri�cal 
situa�ons. It’s been rigorously tested for performance. In one test, a lens treated with Defog It was held over constant hot 
steam for 60 minutes without fog forming. Similar products failed in as li�le as 5 minutes. In another test, lenses coated 
with Clarity Defog It were moved between cold and hot environments 100 �mes without fog forming.

Clarity Defog It an� fog is safe and effec�ve on safety glasses, safety goggles, faceshields and eyeglasses, even high-
tech an�-reflec�ve and super-hydrophobic lenses.

Results: “I was impressed and would 
recommend them.”

One field tester, a law enforcement officer in Wisconsin, 
wrote this review: “I had the opportunity to test the Clarity 
Defog It An� fog 3-pack at a recent full scale SWAT exercise 

and found the cloths to perform well...I found that during the 
exercise I did not experience any fog on my glasses when 

moving from outside the building to inside the building even 
in full gear and while under the stress of a realis�c training 

scenario… based on my experience with the Clarity Defog It 
An� fog cloths I was impressed and would recommend them.”

The Promise: Defog It works.

Defog It An�-Fog: Proven By Massachuse�s Firefighters, 
Approved By Tac�cal Officers Associa�on Members

More Results: Defog It “Performed Great.”
Clark had his firefighter team test the Defog It under the toughest 
condi�ons. “We had tech rescue training today for structural 
collapse,” he said. “We had it inside a building that had previously 
had a fire in it. Lots of soot and dust and the safety glasses fogged up 
easily in the cold weather.”

“We were cu�ng above our heads with the saws, in the dust, so 
good visibility was a must,” warned Clark. In this poten�ally hazard-
ous situa�on, how did Defog It perform? “The product performed 
great,” according to Clark. “I had a few of the members apply the 
Clarity Defog It [which] kept the lenses clear for the remainder of the 
morning. The guys seem to like the easy approach to it.” 

The Work Environment: Vision Cri�cal
When clear vision can be the difference between life an death, fogged eyewear isn’t an op�on. No one knows that 
be�er than members of the Hopkinton, Massachuse�s, Fire Department. Francis Clark of the department put Defog 
It an�-fog towele�es to the test in rescue training sessions.
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